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Prediction Error Applied to
Hybrid Electric Vehicle Optimal Fuel Economy

Zachary D. Asher, David A. Baker, and Thomas H. Bradley

Abstract—Fuel economy improvements for hybrid electric
vehicles using predictive optimal energy management strategies is
an active subject of research. Recent developments have focused
on real-time prediction based control strategies despite the lack
of research demonstrating the aspects of prediction that are
most important for fuel economy improvements. In this research,
driving-derived non-stochastic prediction errors are applied to a
globally optimal control strategy implemented on a validated
model of a 2010 Toyota Prius and the fuel economy results are
reported for each type of prediction error. This article outlines
first the real world drive cycle development, then the baseline
model development that simulates a 2010 Toyota Prius, followed
by an implementation of dynamic programming to derive the
globally optimal control, and finally the use of the dynamic pro-
gramming solution to evaluate prediction errors. Fuel economy
comparisons are reported for perfect prediction, prediction errors
from 14 alternate drive cycles, and prediction errors from 6
alternate vehicle parameters. The results show that fuel economy
improvements from a globally optimal energy management strat-
egy are maintained under mispredicted stops, traffic, and vehicle
parameters, while route changes and compounded drive cycle
mispredictions may result in fuel economy improvements being
lost. Taken together, these results demonstrate that fuel economy
improvements through predictive optimal energy management
strategies can result in a reliable fuel economy improvement.

Index Terms—Hybrid Electric, Vehicle, Fuel Economy, Predic-
tion, Error, Disturbance, Energy Management, Optimal Control,
Dynamic Programming, Modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) and
hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) fuel economy (FE) can

be optimized for a fixed drive cycle using a vehicle predictive
Optimal Energy Management Strategy (Optimal EMS).

A. What Enables an Optimal EMS: Modern Vehicles
Modern vehicles are incrementally incorporating au-

tonomous technologies and transitioning to intelligent ve-
hicles. An intelligent vehicle is defined as a system that
can sense the driving environment and provide information
or vehicle control to assist the driver in improved vehicle
operation [1]. Intelligent vehicle aspects include the ability
to:
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• Sense the vehicle’s own status and its environment [2]
• Communicate with the environment [2]
• Plan and execute the most appropriate maneuvers [1]

As modern vehicles continue to evolve into intelligent vehi-
cles, controls can utilize this new environmental information
in addition to inputs from the human driver.

Along with the evolution of modern vehicles into intelligent
vehicles, conventional vehicles are being subverted by PHEVs
and HEVs [3] which provide more degrees of freedom for
powertrain operation. As an example, HEVs can be powered
by either stored electric energy from the battery, or mechanical
energy from the engine. This increase in powertrain degrees
of freedom provides energy management capabilities such as
regenerating energy during braking and storing excess energy
from the engine during coasting [4].

B. Why an Optimal EMS is Important: Fuel Economy
Worldwide, transportation is the second largest consumer

of energy behind only the industrial sector. Transportation
accounts for 30% of the world’s energy consumption and the
transportation energy demand is projected to increase 30%
by 2040 [5]. Additionally, energy consumption by combustion
engine powered vehicles has the following negative impacts:

• Requires policy costs for oil importation [6] and to
prevent supply disruptions [7]

• Results in the release of greenhouse gas emissions which
are responsible for climate change [8]

• Results in the release of air pollution [9] which is the
fourth leading cause of premature death worldwide [10]

Increases in vehicle FE reduces energy consumption, oil
importation, greenhouse gas emission, and air pollution. It has
been shown that implementing FE standards, labels, and poli-
cies has improved the development of fuel saving technologies
which have helped combat these issues [11]. But, although FE
has been steadily increasing, there is still a lot of fuel economy
that can be gained.

C. Optimal EMS Background
An HEV Optimal EMS is an application of optimal con-

trol. A mathematical optimization problem is formulated by
defining the mass of fuel used as a cost to be minimized
over a fixed drive cycle. The result from the mathematical
optimization scheme is the minimum fuel control strategy
that can be used for the fixed drive cycle. The mathemat-
ical optimization problem can be implemented using either
instantaneous information or with prediction information from
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a drive cycle. But, a consistent globally optimal control is
achieved with drive cycle prediction.

1) Instantaneous Optimal EMS

An instantaneous Optimal EMS is derived by finding the
optimal control strategy that minimizes fuel consumption for
the instant in time for which sampled data is available. For
HEVs, large FE improvements can be achieved by restricting
engine operation to minimum fuel consumption solution (also
known as the ideal operating line [12]) which is the primary
fuel saving technique employed by current HEVs [13]. In
PHEVs, studies using an instantaneous Optimal EMS have
led to the ”charge-depleting, charge-sustaining” EMS, where
all excess battery power is used first, afterwhich the battery
charge is sustained [14]. Research in instantaneous optimal
energy management is an active topic of research with efforts
focusing on a realization of the minimal fuel consumption
through instantaneous equivalence calculations between elec-
trical energy and fuel energy [15].

2) Predictive Optimal EMS

A predictive Optimal EMS seeks to find and achieve the
absolute minimum fuel consumption in the full drive cycle by
enforcing global optimal control at every point. The solutions
require prediction of the full drive cycle because energy trade-
offs occur between all points in the drive cycle.

There have been hundreds of papers written on predictive
optimal energy management over the last ten years [16], most
of which describe predictive Optimal EMS that are either:
derived to be the global optimal FE, derived for practical/real-
time implementation, or derived based on stochastic or random
drive cycle predictions. Global optimal FE derivation strategies
are developed through either dynamic programming (DP)
[17] or through Pontryagin’s minimization principle which
is based on calculus of variations [18]. For global minimum
derivation strategies, DP has been the overwhelming favorite
of researchers due to its ease of use, robustness, and that no
derivatives or analytic expressions are required [16]. Glob-
ally optimal control strategies are difficult to implement in
practice because of the large number of computations that
are required. Practical implementation derivation strategies are
used in applications where researchers are willing to forgo the
guarantee of global optimal FE in favor of computationally
efficient algorithms that can be used in current and near
future vehicles. Practical implementation derivation strategies
in current vehicles include optimized rules based control [19],
equivalent consumption minimization strategy [20], and model
predictive control [21]. Lastly, stochastic derivation strategies
also forgo a guarantee of global optimal FE in favor of a
robustness to stochastic prediction errors. Stochastic derivation
strategies include stochastic dynamic programming [22] and
adaptive equivalent consumptions minimization strategy [23].

3) Prediction Error

Prediction errors applied to a predictive Optimal EMS
is theorized to have a large impact [24] but has not been
adequately studied [3], [16]. There are five relevant studies
that include some aspect of prediction error on a HEV Optimal
EMS. But, none of these studies are strictly focused on general

results regarding fuel economy from prediction errors applied
to an Optimal EMS.

An early study considered the “cost of being wrong”
when comparing a prediction-based Optimal EMS to charge-
sustaining/charge-depleting EMS for PHEVs. They concluded
that if the vehicle distance is less than predicted for the
Optimal EMS, there is a significant FE loss [25]. This study
suggests that prediction of the drive cycle length is important
for an Optimal EMS in a PHEV, but no further conclusions
can be drawn.

Another study used two stochastic Optimal EMS and ap-
plied one prediction error of a different drive cycle. It was
demonstrated that FE results are approximately equivalent but
no baseline FE results are shown [26]. This study has limited
misprediction scope and because no baseline FE results are
shown, there is no way to know if these strategies are better
than a modern vehicle EMS.

Another group of researchers continued the use of a stochas-
tic Optimal EMS and applied various levels of stochastic
prediction error. They show that FE is degraded by stochastic
mispredictions but are unable to find a correlation with the
mean absolute percent error [27]. This study has limited
applicability because it only uses stochastic prediction errors
applied to a stochastic Optimal EMS.

A later study again uses a stochastic Optimal EMS but these
researchers test their Optimal EMS against a large number of
real world drive cycles. They were able to demonstrate FE
improvements over the baseline EMS even when subject to
drive cycle variations [28]. This is the most comprehensive
study to date but it is only applicable to a stochastic Optimal
EMS and there is no focus on the FE results from a globally
Optimal EMS.

The last prediction error study investigated a real time
implementable Optimal EMS subject to stochastic mispredic-
tions. They computed the FE results for two different values of
mean absolute deviation percentage and showed that FE im-
provements are lost at 6% mean absolute deviation percentage
[29]. This study is limited in that only two mispredictions are
analyzed and that the mispredictions are both stochastic.

A study that is often cited as providing insight about the
aspects of prediction that are most important for an Optimal
EMS needs mention. These researchers included various levels
of prediction to determine a parameter for a predictive Optimal
EMS [24], but their approach is strictly applicable to their cho-
sen Optimal EMS. Additionally their study uses various levels
of prediction information rather than investigating prediction
error.

This research is unique in that it focuses on the effect of
driving-derived prediction errors such as a mispredicted stop-
ping event or an excess vehicle mass subjected to a globally
Optimal EMS. This research is intended to aid researchers
and automotive industry professionals that are seeking to
develop and implement a prediction-based Optimal EMS for
FE improvements.

D. Research Novel Contributions
This research makes the following novel contributions to

the HEV Optimal EMS body of knowledge: (1) dynamic
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programming is used to evaluate mispredictions, (2) driving-
derived mispredictions are analyzed, (3) vehicle parameter
mispredictions are analyzed, and (4) the dynamic program-
ming solution matrix time state variable is converted to a
distance state variable for improved misprediction robustness.

E. Organization of this paper
There are four important concepts that compose the methods

of this research: expected and mispredicted drive cycle devel-
opment (study 1), a validated vehicle model with expected
and mispredicted parameters (study 2), the Optimal EMS
derivation, and prediction error handling. Study 1 focuses on
the FE impact of driving-derived velocity prediction errors,
while study 2 focuses on the FE impact of real world vehicle
parameter prediction errors. The FE results are compared
using baseline control, perfect prediction optimal control, and
mispredicted optimal control for every type of misprediction
from study 1 and study 2. Relevant vehicle parameters for
discussion are included and a comprehensive report of all ve-
hicle parameters is included with this article as supplementary
material.

II. METHODS

To investigate the FE results from a predictive Optimal
EMS, we define: drive cycle(s), the vehicle model, and the
Optimal EMS. To analyze the FE results from prediction errors
requires the addition of two more definitions: prediction error
type and prediction error handling in the Optimal EMS.

A. Drive Cycle Development
To study the effect of driving-derived velocity prediction

errors (study 1), an expected drive cycle was developed along
with 14 drive cycles to serve as mispredictions.

1) The Expected Drive Cycle

To analyze the desired aspects of the Optimal EMS, a
custom drive cycle with a second-by-second velocity trace is
required that concentrates the features of interest into a short
drive cycle. The required drive cycle features are:

• Short in length
• Urban driving conditions
• Capability to modify for multiple driving variations

A drive cycle which meets all of these criteria was chosen
that starts from a parking lot in south Fort Collins, Colorado
and ends at a Colorado State University research facility. A
map of this drive cycle is shown in figure 1a and the associated
velocity trace is shown in figure 1b.

2) Study 1: Mispredicted Drive Cycles

Study 1 focuses on vehicle velocity mispredictions which
originate from driving-derived prediction errors along the route
shown in figure 1, such as excess traffic or a sudden stop-
ping event. Four different types of mispredicted drive cycles
were chosen: mispredicted stops (3 cases), mispredicted route
changes (3 cases), mispredicted traffic levels (4 cases), and
a compounded misprediction composed of all other types of
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Fig. 1: The 6.9 mile chosen drive cycle in Fort Collins,
Colorado as shown from a Google Maps image (a) and a
velocity trace (b).

mispredictions (4 cases). To isolate the mispredictions of stops,
route changes, and traffic, the velocity trace was artificially
modified so that only these mispredictions would exist in the
drive cycle and ensuring the drive cycle preserves its overall
distance. For the cases of compounded mispredictions, real
driving data was recorded while driving the same route.

The stopping event mispredictions include 1, 2, or 3 mispre-
dicted decelerations, pauses, and accelerations associated with
having not predicted a stopping event such as a pedestrian
in a crosswalk or a road obstruction. The route change
mispredictions abruptly end the drive cycle at three different
times. The traffic mispredictions adjust the velocity trace by a
factor of 1.15, 0.85, 0.75, and 0.65 for the first 335 seconds
of the 791 second drive cycle while maintaining equivalent
drive cycle distance. For compounded mispredictions, there
are differing levels of traffic along the drive cycle, different
stoplight statuses, and one of the cases includes a wrong turn.
Each of the drive cycle mispredictions is shown in figure 2.
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Fig. 2: All of the drive cycles used for study 1.

B. Vehicle Model: 2010 Toyota Prius

The Toyota Prius is state of the art HEV technology and it
was the first modern HEV [30]; even today it still has better
FE than any other vehicle in its class [31]. Because of these
reasons, a 2010 Toyota Prius is an ideal vehicle to demonstrate
the potential FE improvements of the Optimal EMS.

To create the model of a 2010 Toyota Prius, the publicly
available parameters shown in table I were used in the Au-
tonomie vehicle modeling software.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Front (a) and rear (b) view of the 2010 Toyota Prius
HEV simulated in studies 1 and 2.

TABLE I: Table of significant model parameters that define the
2010 Toyota Prius (EM=electric motor, BSFC=brake specific
fuel consumption).

Mechanical Parameters
Vehicle Mass 1580.87 kg
Maximum Engine Power 73 kW
Engine BSFC map (g/kW·h) f(Engine Torque,Engine Speed) [32]
Max Generator EM Speed 10,000 rpm
Max Traction EM Speed 13,500 rpm
Coeff. of Drag 0.259
Frontal Area 2.6005 m2

Coeff. of Rolling Resistance 0.008
Final Drive Ratio 3.543
Ring Gear Number of Teeth 78
Sun Gear Number of Teeth 30
Wheel Radius 0.317 m

Battery Parameters
Internal Resistance, ⌦ 0.373 ⌦
Capacity 6.5 A·h
Open Circuit Voltage 219.7 V

1) Study 2: Mispredicted Vehicle Parameters

Of the parameters shown in table I, several of them are
subject to change due to daily driving scenarios. Study 2
assumes exact vehicle velocity prediction and seeks to ana-
lyze vehicle power mispredictions. The vehicle power mis-
predictions chosen for analysis include mass mispredictions,
drag mispredictions, and rolling resistance mispredictions.
The numbers used for each of the power mispredictions are
shown in table II where the average vehicle power difference
along the same drive cycle was calculated from the output of
Autonomie as

Average Vehicle Power Difference =

Expected Parameter Average Vehicle Power�
Mispredicted Parameter Average Vehicle Power (1)

Vehicle mass mispredictions could come from extra passen-
gers, cargo, or both. As a worst case scenario, the maximum
cargo specification of 825 lbs (374 kg) from the 2010 Toyota
Prius manual was used [33]. To provide a contrasting case,
an elimination of an equivalent mass was used as an alternate
prediction error.

Vehicle drag mispredictions could come from the addition of
cargo outside the vehicle (roof rack), driving with the windows
down, or even from unpredicted high winds. Research in this
area suggests a loaded roof rack can cause a coefficient of drag
increase of 44% and a frontal area load increase of 7% [34].
These results are dependent on the car and roof rack used for
testing. As a worst case, a coefficient of drag increase of 50%
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and a frontal area increase of 38% was used. A similar low
drag contrasting case of a coefficient of drag decrease of 50%
and a frontal area of 38% was also analyzed. This low drag
case also serves as a worst case prediction scenario.

Vehicle rolling resistance mispredictions could come from
the over-inflated/under-inflated vehicle tires or from road con-
ditions. A flat tire is known to cause a rolling resistance value
to increase to 30 times its original value [35] and inflation
pressures can cause rolling resistance changes of 50% [36].
A 100% increase in rolling resistance was analyzed as a
misprediction as well as a 50% decrease.

Additional discussion in regard to changing vehicle param-
eters and justification for the ranges chosen can be found in
the literature [37]. Note that these researchers identified these
parameter mispredictions as being important to an Optimal
EMS but never strictly studied them in future work.

TABLE II: The modeling errors explored in study 2.

Vehicle Coeff. Frontal Mass Coeff. of Average
Parameter of Area Change Rolling Veh. Power

Drag (m2) (kg) Resist. Difference
Expected 0.259 2.6005 0 0.008 0%

Higher 0.259 2.6005 +825 0.008 -26.2%
Mass
Lower 0.259 2.6005 -825 0.008 26.6%
Mass

Higher 0.3885 3.6005 0 0.008 -51.8%
Drag

Lower 0.1295 1.6005 0 0.008 33.7%
Drag

Higher
Rolling 0.259 2.6005 0 0.0016 -53.1%

Resistance
Lower
Rolling 0.259 2.6005 0 0.004 26.5%

Resistance

2) Model Validation

Autonomie is a physics based vehicle FE model that has
been demonstrated to show excellent correlation between real
world operation of a 2010 Toyota Prius and a simulated 2010
Toyota Prius [38]. But, since the model of a 2010 Prius is not
publicly available, the model of a 2010 Toyota Prius must be
created by modifying the generic power split HEV model that
comes preloaded in Autonomie. To update the generic power
split HEV model to a 2010 Toyota Prius, the parameters shown
in table I were modified. Note that the BSFC map was created
by matching values to data from the 2010 Toyota Prius in the
public domain [32].

To validate the 2010 Toyota Prius Autonomie model, the
resulting FE numbers were compared to the real world mea-
sured FE numbers from Argonne National Labs [39] over the
three standard U.S. Environmental Protection Agency drive
cycles as shown in table III. Because the FE for each of the
three drive cycles has less than 1.5% difference, the model
was considered to be validated for further FE investigations.

This validated model of a 2010 Toyota Prius provides
the Baseline EMS which will be contrasted with various
applications of an Optimal EMS in the results section.

TABLE III: A comparison of the model simulated FE and
physically measured FE for standard EPA drive cycles.

EPA Simulated Measured Percent
Drive Cycle Fuel Economy Fuel Economy[39] Difference

UDDS 75.4 mpg 75.6 mpg 0.3%
US06 45.9 mpg 45.3 mpg -1.4%

HWFET 70.4 mpg 69.9 mpg -0.7%

C. Optimal Energy Management Derivation

Derivation of an optimal solution requires numerous
iterations which is computationally costly for a model as
detailed as Autonomie. Therefore, to derive the Optimal
EMS, a simplified equation based power split model must
be used. But, once the Optimal EMS has been calculated,
it can be incorporated into Autonomie as an override of the
“engine power demand” and “engine on” model parameters.
A schematic of the context for optimal control derivation is
shown in figure 4.

Drive Cycle
Time

Velocity

Baseline Control
Actuation

Time
State of Charge
Engine Power

Calculate Performance
Fuel Consumption
State of Charge
Engine Power

Results
Fuel Economy

Final State of Charge

Autonomie
Model

(a) Baseline EMS simulation

Drive Cycle
Time

Velocity

Optimal Control
Derivation

Time
State of Charge
Engine Power

Calculate Performance
Fuel Consumption
State of Charge
Engine Power

Results
Fuel Economy

Final State of Charge

Power Split
Model

Autonomie
Model

(b) Optimal EMS simulation

Fig. 4: Comparison of the simulations defined as Baseline
EMS (a) and Optimal EMS (b).

1) Dynamic Programming Optimization Justification

Prediction errors in general have not been rigorously studied
but prediction error applied to a globally Optimal EMS has not
been studied at all. As mentioned in the introduction, of the
five studies that address prediction error [25]–[29], none use a
globally Optimal EMS to investigate specific types of driving-
derived prediction error over a full drive cycle. The study
of prediction error on a globally Optimal EMS is required
because it establishes the FE difference from the absolute
optimal FE. If it can be shown that driving-derived prediction
error does not degrade FE from a globally Optimal EMS,
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then development of any non globally Optimal EMS would
be unnecessary.

DP provides a convenient method of evaluating mispre-
dictions because, as a by-product of solution computation, it
creates the globally optimal solution for all evaluated state
variables while ensuring the constraints are met. This solution
by-product is an optimal control matrix which serves as a
lookup table to generate near optimal solutions for all feasible
states of the chosen state variables. For mispredictions where
the state variables are at new values, the optimal control
matrix still produces a near optimal control. DP provides a
unique ability to understand and quantify the FE results from
prediction errors and it is well understood by other researchers.

2) Dynamic Programming Formulation

DP finds the optimal solution using backwards recursion,
which avoids solutions that are not optimal as defined by
the Bellman principle of optimality [40], [41]. For every
feasible state variable value, the optimal solution is stored. An
appropriate DP scheme consists of a dynamic equation, a cost
function, and state and control variable feasibility constraints

S(k + 1) = S(k) + f(S, u, w, k)�t (2)

J =
N�1X

k=0

f(S, u, w, k,�t) (3)

Smin(k)  S(k)  Smax(k) (k = 0, ...N) (4)
umin(k)  u(k)  umax(k) (k = 0, ...N � 1) (5)

where S is the state, u is the control, w is the exogenous input,
k is the timestep number, �t is the timestep value, J is the
cost, and N is the final timestep number.

For an HEV Optimal EMS derivation, the state is chosen
to be the state of charge (SOC), the control is chosen to be
the engine power, (PICE), the exogenous input is the vehicle
velocity (v), and the cost is chosen to be the fuel mass
required (mfuel). This formulation with the added feasibility
constraints for a 2010 Toyota Prius yields the following
modified equations

SOC(k + 1) = SOC(k) + f(SOC, PICE, v, k)�t (6)

Cost =
N�1X

k=0

mfuel (7)

SOCmin  SOC(k)  SOCmax (k = 0, ...N) (8)
PICE,min  PICE(k)  PICE,max (k = 0, ...N � 1) (9)

This HEV Optimal EMS derivation can then be tailored to
a 2010 Toyota Prius by deriving a power-split model.

3) 2010 Toyota Prius Power-Split Model

The dynamic equation is derived using equations from the
literature that describe a Toyota Hybrid System II [42], [43]

and the parameters shown in table I. The total force on the
vehicle, Fvehicle, is

Fvehicle =

Crrmg +
1

2
Cd⇢airv(k)

2Afront +mv̇(k) +mg sin (✓) (10)

where Crr is the coefficient of rolling resistance, m is the
mass of the vehicle, g is the acceleration due to gravity
(9.81 m/sec2), Cd is the coefficient of drag, ⇢air is the density
of air (1.1985 kg/m3), v is the vehicle velocity, Afront is the
frontal area, v̇ is the vehicle acceleration (calculated using a
numerical derivative), and ✓ is the elevation angle which is
zero over the course of the drive cycle.

The power required by the vehicle, Pvehicle = Fvehiclev(k),
can come from either the engine or the battery, but excess en-
gine power can also charge the battery. This can be expressed
as

Pbatt = Fvehiclev(k)� PICE (11)

where Pbatt is the battery power, PICE is the engine power.
Note that when Pbatt is negative, the battery is recharging.

The battery power shown in equation 11 does not account
for the electric machine’s efficiency. An overall efficiency
map for a 2010 Toyota Prius is available in the literature
[44] but the map changes as a function of voltage. It was
found that incorporating a three dimensional interpolation
function that would appropriately evaluate the efficiency maps
was computationally prohibitive for the low level power-split
model.

The change in the state of charge of the battery is given
by d

dt SOC = �Ibatt/Qbatt,o where Ibatt can be obtained by solving
the quadratic electrical dynamic equation of the battery system
of Pbatt = VocIbatt � RintI2batt for the viable solution as Ibatt =
Voc�

p
V 2

oc�4PbattRint

2Rint
. Thus the change in state of charge of the

battery is calculated as

SOC (k + 1) =

SOC (k)�
Voc �

p
V 2

oc � 4Pbatt(k)Rint

2RintQbatt,o
�t (12)

where Voc is the open circuit voltage, Rint is the internal
resistance, and Qbatt,o is the battery capacity.

Combining equations 10-12 produces the dynamic equation
required in the DP algorithm

SOC (k + 1) = SOC (k)� C1

+ C2

p
C3 � C4v(k) + C5v(k)3 + C6v̇(k)v(k)� C7PICE

(13)

where all C values are constants and are expressed as such
for simplicity.

The cost function is derived by first obtaining a BSFC
map through a cubic response surface [45] since a quadratic
response surface would not match the structure of the BSFC
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map available in the public domain [32]. A BSFC cubic
response surface has the form of

BSFC = A1 +A2!ICE +A3TICE+

A4!ICETICE +A5!
2
ICE +A6T

2
ICE+

A7!ICET
2
ICE +A8!

2
ICETICE +A9T

3
ICE (14)

where all A values are constants, !ICE is the engine speed, and
TICE is the engine torque. The surface developed is shown in
figure 5. Once the BSFC response surface was developed, an
ideal operating line can be computed that shows the minimum
fuel consumption for any desired power (also shown in figure
5).

Fig. 5: The approximated BSFC map response surface created.

For a specified power and desired minimal fuel consump-
tion, the associated engine speed, engine torque, and fuel
rate is fixed which is the concept of the ideal operating line
discussed in the introduction. This idea is expressed by the
following equation

!ICE =f (PICE) (15)
TICE =f (PICE) (16)
mfuel =f (PICE) (17)

The functions in equation 17 could be expressed as an ana-
lytical function fit, but since DP uses discrete time, expression
as a look up table is sufficient.

Note that it is not required to limit solutions to exist only
along the ideal operating line; it is possible that overall system
loss could be lessened by straying from the ideal operating
line. Several test cases were completed which allow straying
from the ideal operating line, but the solution for the Optimal
EMS derived in the low level power-split model always
ended up on the ideal operating line anyway. Significant
computational savings were achieved by then only considering
solutions along the ideal operating line.

A dynamic final state of charge value penalty function of

Penalty = W (SOCf � S(N))2 ; (18)

is also required where W is an arbitrary weight value which
was selected to be 100,000 and SOCf=SOCi=50%.

The cost is then expressed as

Cost =
N�1X

k=0

f (PICE) +W (SOCf � S(N))2 (19)

Lastly, feasibility constraints must be incorporated into the
model such as maximum ring gear speed, battery power,
generator electric motor torque, generator electric motor speed,
and generator electric motor power. It was found that the
most limiting constraint was the generator electric motor
speed which must be added to the DP formulation. The other
constraints were incorporated in this research but are not
shown due to their minimal effect.

To derive the maximum generator electric motor speed
constraint, the following gearing relationship can be used

!ICE = !generator
⇢

1 + ⇢
+ !ring

1

1 + ⇢
(20)

where ⇢ = Nsun
Nring

, Nteeth,generator = 30, and Nteeth,ring = 78. The
ring gear speed is based on the vehicle speed as

!ring =
rfinal drivev(k)

Rwheel
(21)

where rfinal drive is the final drive ratio and Rwheel is the wheel
radius.

The constraint is then be expressed as

C8 [f (PICE)] + C9v(k)  C10 (22)

where all C values are constants.
Putting everything together, the dynamic programming for-

mulation of the global EMS derivation for a 2010 Toyota Prius
is

SOC (k + 1) = SOC (k)� C1

+ C2

p
C3 � C4v(k) + C5v(k)3 + C6v̇(k)v(k)� C7PICE

(23)

Cost =
N�1X

k=0

f (PICE) +W (SOCf � SOC(N)) (24)

40 %  SOC(k)  80 % (k = 0, ...N) (25)
0 kW  PICE(k)  73 kW (k = 0, ...N � 1) (26)

C8 [f (PICE)] + C9v(k)  C10 (27)

where the following timestep, state, and engine power dis-
cretization values were used

�t = 1 sec (28)
�SOC = 0.001% (29)
�PICE = 0.1 kW (30)
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4) Optimal Control Model Validation

To validate this process, the Baseline EMS and the derived
Optimal EMS were compared for three EPA cycles. The results
are shown in table IV. The percent improvement numbers were
calculated as

Percent Improvement =
Optimal FE � Baseline FE

Baseline FE
(31)

where the FE is adjusted for differing SOCf values according
to the SAE J1911 “Recommended Practice for Measuring
the Exhaust Emissions and FE of Hybrid-Electric Vehicles,
Including Plug-in Hybrid Vehicles” standard [46].

Since there is a significant improvement in FE using the op-
timal control strategy implemented in Autonomie, the optimal
control derivation technique is considered validated for further
FE investigations. Globally Optimal EMS have been applied
to these standard EPA cycles by numerous other researchers
and the results in table IV can also serve as validation for
future researchers.

TABLE IV: A comparison of the baseline control FE and DP
derived optimal control FE over three EPA drive cycles.

EPA Baseline Control Optimal Control Percent
Drive Cycle Fuel Economy Fuel Economy Improvement

UDDS 75.4 mpg 83.2 mpg 10.4%
US06 45.9 mpg 48.9 mpg 6.5%

HWFET 70.4 mpg 72.6 mpg 3.1%

5) Optimal Control with Mispredictions

A key aspect of this research is the evaluation of mispre-
dictions using DP derived optimal control. DP provides an
optimal control solution matrix which is valid for any state of
charge and time during the drive cycle. The optimal control
solution matrix for the expected drive cycle (shown in figure
1b) was computed and is shown in figure 6. This matrix is
used to evaluate all the mispredictions from study 1 and study
2. As a basis for comparison, the solution using the optimal
control matrix for perfect prediction for each case was also
computed.

Drive cycle mispredictions are handled by converting the
time state variable to a distance state variable numerically as
distance =

PN
k=0 v(k) since all mispredictions occur over the

same route. The mean absolute percent error (MAPE) applied
to vehicle velocity has been defined in other prediction error
research [27] as

MAPE =
1

N

NX

k=0

|Actual Velocity � Predicted Velocity|
Actual Velocity

(32)
and is under 20% in almost misprediction cases studied.
Examples of the mispredictions when the time state variable
is converted to a distance state variable are shown in figure 7.

For any state not in the design space, the Baseline EMS is
employed.
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Fig. 6: The optimal control matrix derived using DP for the
expected drive cycle.
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Fig. 7: Examples of the drive cycles when time is converted
to a distance for the velocity prediction errors associated with
study 1.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are organized into subsections for study 1 and
study 2. For each type of misprediction, FE results are shown
for perfect prediction and misprediction (prediction of the
expected drive cycle or prediction of the expected vehicle
parameters). A discussion of the results from each instance
of misprediction are shown with the relevant vehicle signals.
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Additional vehicle signals over each drive cycle are provided
in the supplementary report.

A. Study 1: Optimal Energy Management Under Vehicle
Velocity Mispredictions

FE was improved over the 2010 Toyota Prius Baseline
EMS in every case except for under a fast route change and
compounded misprediction drive cycles. The FE numbers from
study 1 shown in figure 8 motivates the following five results
about globally Optimal EMS: (1) exact drive cycle prediction
increases FE as expected from the literature, (2) FE gains are
maintained under mispredicted stops, (3) FE gains may not be
maintained under route-change mispredictions, (4) FE gains
are maintained under mispredicted traffic, and (5) FE gains
may not be maintained under compounded mispredictions.

1) Result 1: Exact Prediction Increases Fuel Economy

Figure 8 shows a 10.9% increase in FE if the exact drive
cycle is predicted. This increase in FE over the Baseline EMS
comes from four sources:

1) Elimination of low power engine operation (fig 9a)
2) Reduction of high power engine operation (fig 9b)
3) Reduction of battery charging at the beginning of the

drive cycle (fig 10a and 10b)
4) Increase in battery charging at the end of the drive cycle

(fig 10a and 10b)

The elimination of low power engine operation and the
reduction of high speed engine operation allows the engine to
operate in a region on the brake specific fuel consumption map
that has high efficiency, as shown in figure 9c. The Optimal
EMS demonstrates the behavior shown in figures 9a and
9b over the entire drive cycle while maintaining the desired
final state of charge and accumulates small decreases in fuel
consumption which accumulate into a significant improvement
in FE.

The Optimal EMS increases FE through a reduction of
battery charging at the beginning of the drive cycle and an
increase in battery charging at the end of the drive cycle. This
is accomplished through lowered peak engine power (closer
to an optimal value) during the approximate first half of the
drive cycle and increased peak engine power (closer to an
optimal value) during the approximate second half of the drive
cycle. Both of these engine power modifications result in an
increase in engine efficiency as shown on the brake specific
fuel consumption map in figure 9c.

2) Result 2: Fuel Economy Gains are Maintained Under
Stop Misprediction

Related to the Baseline EMS, figure 8 shows a +10.8% (out
of +10.9% possible) increase in FE if one stop is mispredicted,
a +7.9% (out of +10.7% possible) increase in FE if two stops
are mispredicted, and a +5.1% (out of +11.2% possible) in-
crease in FE if three stops are mispredicted. This demonstrates
that FE gains through the Optimal EMS are maintained under
stop mispredictions because a FE increase is still achieved in
every misprediction case that was studied.

�10 0 10 20

Expected
Drive Cycle

1 Added
Stop

2 Added
Stops

3 Added
Stops

Route
Change 1

Route
Change 2

Route
Change 3

Low Tra�c

Highest
Tra�c

Higher
Tra�c

High Tra�c

Compounded
1

Compounded
2

Compounded
3

Compounded
4

10.9%

10.8%

7.9%

5.1%

�4.3%

3.5%

7.9%

8.6%

1.8%

4.7%

1.7%

�1.1%

�5.1%

�7%

2.7%

10.9%

10.9%

10.7%

11.2%

13.6%

12.9%

10.2%

9%

22.6%

16.8%

13.4%

8.8%

9.5%

9.3%

10.3%

FE Improvement Over Baseline EMS

Prediction of Expected Drive Cycle
Prediction of Actual Drive Cycle

Fig. 8: FE results that compare Optimal EMS using incorrect
and correct drive cycle predictions (drive cycles shown in
figure 2).

Figure 11 shows the details of the “1 Added Stop” mispre-
diction case. The actual and expected drive cycle differences
are shown in figure 11b. When the stop is mispredicted, the
Optimal EMS misapplies engine power as shown in figure
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Fig. 9: Low engine speed operation (a), high engine speed
operation (b), and engine brake specific fuel consumption
(BSFC) comparisons (c).

11c. This misapplication of engine power occurs because
the Optimal EMS was derived assuming that the vehicle is
traveling at 40 mph but the vehicle actually stops, remains
stationary, and then accelerates. Overall, the engine power
misapplication is a slight delay and does not affect fuel
economy and state of charge significantly as shown in figures
8 and 11c.

3) Result 3: Fuel Economy Gains May be Lost from Route
Change Misprediction

Related to the Baseline EMS, figure 8 shows a -4.3% (out
of +13.6% possible) FE result if the drive cycle is the same as
expected but then is suddenly ended shortly after it has begun
(Route Change 1). This figure also shows a +3.5% (out of
+12.9% possible) increase in FE if the drive cycle is suddenly
ended midway through the predicted drive cycle, and a +7.9%
(out of +10.2% possible) increase in FE if the drive cycle is
suddenly ended most of the way through the predicted drive
cycle. This demonstrates that FE increases through the Optimal
EMS may be decreased when a route change is mispredicted.

The Optimal EMS seeks to equate the state of charge at
the beginning and the end of the drive cycle only. During the
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Fig. 10: Comparison of Baseline EMS and Optimal EMS
engine operation and state of charge results for the expected
drive cycle.
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Fig. 11: Baseline, optimal control, and mispredicted optimal
control results for the “1 Added Stop” misprediction case.

drive cycle, the optimization routine is only constrained by the
physical maximum and minimum battery charge limitations.
Therefore, when a route change is mispredicted, the battery
state of charge could be excessively high or low which could
result in a loss of battery state of charge adjusted FE. This
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battery state of charge discrepancy is shown in figure 12a,
which presents results for “Route Change 1”. Additionally, as
can be seen in figure 12b, the mispredicted optimal control
case seeks engine operation in anticipation of a forthcoming
acceleration shown in figure 12a. But, since the acceleration
shown in figure 12a is not realized, the FE is decreased.
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Fig. 12: Baseline, optimal control, and mispredicted optimal
control results for the “Route Change 1’ misprediction case.

4) Result 4: Fuel Economy Gains are Maintained Under
Traffic Misprediction

Related to the Baseline EMS, figure 8 shows an +8.6%
(out of +9.0% possible) increase in FE if traffic levels are
lower than expected (higher than expected vehicle speeds),
a +1.7% (out of +13.4% possible) increase in FE if traffic
is higher than expected (low vehicle speed), a +4.7% (out
of +16.8% possible) increase in FE if traffic is significantly
higher than expected (lower vehicle speed), and +1.8% (out of
+22.6% possible) increase in FE if traffic is much higher than
expected (lowest vehicle speed). This demonstrates that the
fuel economy gains from the Optimal EMS are maintained
under traffic mispredictions because a FE increase is still
achieved in every misprediction case with the caveat that if
traffic is higher than predicted, there is a significant loss in
potential FE improvements through the Optimal EMS.

For the “High Traffic” misprediction, the actual drive cycle
is at speeds much lower than the predicted drive cycle as
shown in figure 13b. This speed discrepancy results in the
mispredicted Optimal EMS operating the engine at an exces-
sively high power as shown in figure 13c. The higher than
required engine power drives the battery state of charge up as
shown in figure 13a. The Optimal EMS is still designed to end
the state of charge at 50% so the state of charge is decreased

over the second half of the drive cycle and a fuel economy
improvement over the Baseline EMS is maintained.
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Fig. 13: Baseline vs optimal control results for the “High
Traffic” misprediction case.

5) Result 5: Fuel Economy Gains May be Lost from
Compound Prediction Errors

A real world driven alternate drive cycle along the same
route produces mispredicted stops, traffic, and potentially route
changes. Figure 8 shows a -1.1% (out of +8.8% possible) FE
result for an alternate drive cycle driven along the same route,
a -5.1% (out of +9.5% possible) FE result for another alternate
drive cycle driven along the same route, a -7.0% (out of +9.3%
possible) FE result for an alternate drive cycle driven that
includes a wrong turn but was intended to be driven along
the same route, and a +2.7% (out of +10.3% possible) FE
result for a fourth alternate drive cycle driven along the same
route.

Despite the conversion of the time state variable to a
distance state variable, the velocities are significantly different
along the entire drive cycle as shown in figure 7. The sections
with the most drastic velocity discrepancies as shown in figure
14b result in sections of high power engine operation at
completely inappropriate points in the drive cycle as shown
in figure 14c. Because of these large discrepancies in engine
operation, the FE is worse than the Baseline EMS in almost
every case of compounded prediction errors.

6) Study 1 Summary
The following results were obtained in study 1:
1) Fuel economy gains from the Optimal EMS are main-

tained under stop mispredictions
2) Fuel economy gains from the Optimal EMS are main-

tained under traffic mispredictions
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Fig. 14: Baseline vs optimal control results for the “Com-
pounded 2” misprediction case.

3) Fuel economy gains from the Optimal EMS may be lost
under route change mispredictions

4) Fuel economy gains from the Optimal EMS may be lost
under compounded mispredictions

B. Study 2: Optimal Energy Management Vehicle Under
Power Mispredictions

FE was improved over the 2010 Toyota Prius Baseline
EMS in every type of power misprediction except when the
vehicle mass is severely under predicted (”Lower Mass” case)
which is unlikely to occur in standard vehicle operation. The
FE numbers from study 2 shown in figure 15 motivate the
following two results: (1) FE gains are maintained under
higher than expected vehicle power mispredictions and (2) FE
gains are maintained under lower than expected vehicle power
mispredictions.

1) Result 6: Fuel Economy Gains are Maintained Under
Higher than Predicted Vehicle Power

Related to the Baseline EMS, figure 15 shows an +10.0%
(out of +8.1% possible) FE result for a higher than expected
vehicle mass, a +7.3% (out of +3.2% possible) FE result for
a higher than expected vehicle drag, and a +7.5% (out of
+3.0% possible) FE result for a higher than expected rolling
resistance.

When predicting vehicle power to be higher than actual
vehicle power (“Higher Mass”, “Higher Drag”, and “Higher
Rolling Resistance” cases), the Optimal EMS solution behaves
in nearly the same as perfect prediction, except at a lower
engine power, as seen in figure 16b. The result is a state of
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Fig. 15: FE results that compare Optimal EMS using incorrect
and correct vehicle parameter prediction (vehicle parameters
shown in table II).

charge value well below 50% for the majority of the drive
cycle as shown in figure 16a. The ending state of charge value
is then significantly below the target value which results in a
higher state of charge adjusted FE than the optimal solution
based on the SAE J1711 standard [46].

2) Result 7: Fuel Economy Gains are Maintained Under
Lower than Predicted Vehicle Power

Related to the Baseline EMS, figure 15 shows a -1.5%
(out of +17.9% possible) FE result for a lower than expected
vehicle mass, a +2.9% (out of +15.3% possible) FE result
for a lower than expected vehicle drag, and a +5.3% (out of
+14.4% possible) FE result for a lower than expected rolling
resistance.

When predicting vehicle power to be lower than actual
vehicle power (“Lower Mass”, “Lower Drag”, and “Lower
Rolling Resistance” cases), the Optimal EMS solution behaves
in nearly the same as perfect prediction, except at a higher
peak value as seen in figure 17b. The result is a state of
charge value well above 50% for the majority of the drive
cycle as shown in figure 17a. The ending state of charge value
is significantly above the target value which results in a lower
state of charge adjusted FE than the optimal solution based on
the SAE J1711 standard [46].

3) Study 2 Summary
The following results were obtained in study 2:
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Fig. 16: Baseline vs optimal control results for the “Higher
Mass” misprediction case.
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Fig. 17: Baseline vs optimal control results for the “Lower
Mass” misprediction case.

1) Fuel economy gains from the Optimal EMS are main-
tained under vehicle parameter mispredictions

2) Vehicle parameter mispredictions that result in lower
average vehicle power result in a higher operating
battery state of charge

3) Vehicle parameter mispredictions that result in higher
average vehicle power result in a lower operating battery
state of charge

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, an Optimal EMS with driving-derived mis-
predictions and vehicle power mispredictions was studied to
quantify the fuel economy cost of misprediction. First, an
expected drive cycle and fourteen drive cycle mispredictions
were developed. Then, a validated 2010 Toyota Prius model
was developed by updating the generic power-split HEV
model in Autonomie with publicly available 2010 Toyota Prius
data. Six cases of vehicle parameter mispredictions were also
developed based on plausible values from the literature to in-
vestigate the effects of required vehicle power mispredictions.
A globally Optimal EMS derivation was developed using DP
and an equation based model for the Toyota Hybrid System II
used by the Toyota Prius. A misprediction analysis technique
was developed using the optimal control solution matrix from
DP and converting the time variable to a distance variable.

For many of the driving-derived mispredictions (stops,
traffic, and vehicle power), a fuel economy improvement of
the Optimal EMS over the Baseline EMS is maintained. For
compounded mispredictions and route change mispredictions
the fuel economy gains from the Optimal EMS may be lost.
The results from studies 1 and 2 suggest that FE improvements
over the Baseline EMS through a globally Optimal EMS are
possible without perfect prediction.

Evaluating driving-derived mispredictions puts any alternate
EMS into a more realistic context. The techniques presented
in this research can be applied to an alternate EMS such
as Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (ECMS),
adaptive Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy (a-
ECMS), Stochastic Dynamic Programming (SDP), or Model
Predictive Control (MPC). But, an EMS designed to be
stochastically robust such as a-ECMS or SDP, may not main-
tain a FE improvement when subjected to certain driving-
derived mispredictions because driving-derived mispredictions
(mispredicted stops, route change, etc.) are not stochastic. The
results from this study indicate that a globally Optimal EMS
may provide the best fuel economy improvements even when
mispredictions exist.

Future work can consider the application of driving-derived
mispredictions to other Optimal EMS from the literature,
sensors/signals/algorithms required for vehicle operation pre-
diction, and implementability of an Optimal EMS in a modern
vehicle operating in the current driving environment. An initial
study using only current vehicle speed and GPS location shows
promising fuel economy results from an Optimal EMS [47].
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